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Abstract. It is proved, using Krieger's theorem, that ITPFI's of bounded type are
ITPFI2. This answers a question asked by E. J. Woods.
0. Introduction
The main result of this paper asserts that every infinite tensor product of factors of
type I (ITPFI) of bounded type is an ITPFI2 factor (theorem 2.1). Its proof is based
on Krieger's theorem ([12]).
The same ideas yield a sufficient condition for two ITPFI2 factors to be isomorphic
(theorem 3.1). This comes from Kakutani's criterion ([11]) for the equivalence of
infinite product measures, applied in the context of the Connes-Takesaki flow of
weights.
Theorem 3.1, in turn, allows us to sharpen theorem 2.1: namely, given an ITPFI
factor of bounded type, we realize it explictly as an ITPFI2 in terms of eigenvalues
and multiplicities (corollary 3.6). Together with a partial converse (proposition 4.4),
theorem 3.1 gives also a rather surprising example (4.5).
In the proof of theorem 2.1, when Connes' invariant T is {0}, we use the rather
easy proposition 1.1. In the appendix we indicate the construction of the flow of
weights used in this text. Theorem 2.1 solves question 4 of [16] and theorem 3.1
may be used to give an answer to question 7 of [16] (corollary 3.7). Note, finally,
that theorem 2.1 admits a more elementary, but technical proof (remark 2.3).
We are very grateful to E. J. Woods who made this research possible by his kind
invitation at Queen'r- University and also for many precious conversations and
careful reading of the manuscript. We would also like to thank him with all the
faculty and staff of the department of Mathematics and Statistics who contributed
to make our stay as pleasant as possible-particularly Prof. U. Fixman, P. Ribenboim,
E. Weimar-Woods, Dr. M. Khoshkam and also Z. Mansourati and J. Minac.
The first author was financially supported in part by NSERC (Canada) and the
Swiss National Fund for Scientific Research; the second author by NSERC
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All the definitions and the notation can easily be found in the literature (for
instance in [16]). However, we shall recall those definitions which are frequently
used.
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Definitions (1) A factor M is called ITPFI if it is of the form
oo
M = ® (Mnk(C), <f>k)
acting on the Hilbert space ( g C , (#*,&) where Mnk{C) denotes the algebra of
nk xnk matrices acting on the Hilbert space Hk{nk>2) and <}>k{x) = (x£k, &>.
(2) If all the nk are bounded by a number n, M is said to be an ITPFI of bounded
type.
(3) If all the nk are equal to 2 (or to m) M is said to be an ITPFI2 (or ITPFIm).
Finally, if M is a factor, T(M) and S(M) denote Connes' invariants T and S
([2, §§1,3]).
1. A technical result
Let M be an ITPFI factor of bounded type. In order to prove that M is an ITPFI2
factor, we use, if T(M) = {0}, the following:
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let M = ® t a , (Mm + 1(C), <j>k) be an ITPFIm+1, with S ( M ) c
{0,1}. Then, for every positive number a, there exist sequences (il/k)k^i of states on
Mm+1(C) and (Ap)pa0 of real numbers such that:
(i) the states ®k21<£k and (x)fc&1 il>k are weakly equivalent;
(ii) the eigenvalues of <jjk are (1/Afc, T)KI/A'k,..., t)Km/A'k where T?Me{Ap;p>0},
1+Zj l i Vkj)', nnd
(iii) Ao = 1 and e~{p+1)a < Ap < e~pa, for p s 1.
We write the eigenvalues of the state <j>k in the form ( & V \ k , £Kl/h.k,..., &,m/Ait),
where 1 = ^ 0 ^ ^ i ^ • ' * £ fk,m > 0 and Ak = X™=0 fM.
We need the following application of lemma 8.6 of [1].
(1.2) LEMMA. Let a be a positive real number. If there exist disjoint subsets Y, Z of
f^x{0, ...,m] and a bijection a: Y-*Z such that £(k>0ey |ftil-^i(fc,i)|2 = 0
|log (L(Ki)/^i)\s a, for all (k, i) e Y, then S(M) n [e~\ D * 0 .
/ Write a(fc, i) = (4.i,A,i)- Replacing if necessary the pair {(fe, i), a(k, i)} by
{a(k,i), (k,i)}, we may assume that for all (k,i)eY, lKi>k. Put )3(fe,i) =|&«-fi(*.or\(*,')ey.
If lL(Ki)zY,i^=kP(k, i) = °°, then one may apply lemma 8.6 of [1] and get the
conclusion (putting Klk = {gKi/Ak\(k,i)e Y and /M = fc};<fo(&,1-/Ak) = £,(*,,-)/A* if
£Ki/AkeKl, K2k = <t>k(K[); note that A k < m + 1).
So, replacing V by {(fc, i)e Y\lKi> k}, we may furthermore assume that /*,,> fc,
for all ( M ) e y
Let p: N x { 0 , . . . , m}-*N be the projection, (p(fc, 0 = k). For fcep( Y), let ik be
an element maximizing {/3(k, i)\{k, i)e Y}. We have
) I
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Replacing Y by {(fe, ik)\kep(Y)}, we may now assume that the map p: Y-»N is
one-to-one. Maximizing, for a given fc, j8(a~1(fc,j)), we may also suppose that the
map p: Z-»^J is one-to-one.
Let /:p(Y)->/>(Z) be given by l(k) = lKik. For kep(Y), put
f0 ifk£p(Z),
max {i|fcG V(p{ Y))} iffcep(Z).
As l(k)>k, for all kep(Y), r(fc)sfc As £t 6 p ( y ) £(*, ik) = oo, either
I ( f c ) £ (* «*) = °° ° r I r ( f c ) o d d /3(fc, 4) = 00.r(f )even (*.   r r(f )
Assume, for instance, that Sfcep(y)ir(fc)even j8(fc, 4) = °°- Then, replacing Y by
{(fc, ik)|r(fc) even}, the map p: VuZ-»M is one-to-one. Write
and apply lemma 8.6 of [1], (putting
and recalling that ^o = 1 for all fc and that Ak < m +1). •
End of the proof of proposition 1.1. For/)>0, let
E, = {(*; i) e N x { 1 , . . . , m } | ^ e (g-d-1)-, e"""]}.
We have, by lemma 1.2, Z(fc,.)e£ l^ii"1!2*5-00- Hence, for/? 7s 0, # £ p is finite, where
# £p denotes the cardinality of Er
Choose APG (e"<p+1)a, e"pa] such that
#{(fc,i)e£p||M<Ap}<#{(fc,Oe £,!&,, sAp}
and
# {(fc, i) e £p|^,. > Ap} < # {(fc, i) e £ p |^ , < Ap}.
Let Fp and Gp be disjoint sets with the same cardinality, such that
and
and let ap: Fp-> Gp be a bijection.
If (fc, i) G Fp, we have
IfJLi - 4ctol2 = 14 - & + 4( f c , 0 - AP|2
Therefore
z l&«-fU'>l2a i ld.-APi2.
( t ) F ( t )
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We get, using lemma 1.2,
OO
Put A 0 = l . If (k,i)eEp, />eN, put i7 j^ = Ap. As Z(kii)6Eo l£ i , '~ l | 2 < 0 0> w e 8e*
Note that if x and y are non-zero vectors of a normed vector space, then we have
x y_
x\\ llvl
Therefore,
i = 0
Hence
<oo.
This inequality gives the weak equivalence of (§)fcal <f>k and
fcaI •
2. Infinite tensor products of bounded type
In this section, we prove
(2.1) THEOREM. Every ITPFI factor of bounded type is (isomorphic to) an ITPFI2
factor.
This answers a question of E. J. Woods [16, 4 § 6]).
Up to isomorphism, there exists a unique ITPFI factor, in each of the cases I,
II,, Hoc and IIIX, A e (0,1] and it can be realized as an ITPFI2 ([1]). Therefore, the
only interesting case of theorem 2.1 is the type III0 case.
An ITPFI factor of bounded type is a finite tensor product of homogeneous ITPFI
factors.
We proceed by induction and show that every ITPFIm+2 factor M (m > 1) is a
tensor product of an ITPFIm+1 factor by an ITPFI2 factor.
Therefore, let M = (g)fcal (Mm+2(C), fa) be an ITPFIm+2 factor of type III0. We
write the eigenvalues of the state <j>k in the form (^O/Afc, &,i/Afc,..., &,„,/ Ak,
&,*,+1/Afc) where 1 = &,„& &.. a • • • a tKm s= ^ m + I > 0 and Ak = S ^ 1 ^ ,
If T(M) T± {0}, we might assume that all the ^ , are of the form Ap, where A € (0,1)
is such that 2-Tr/log A e T(M). In order to treat the case T(M) = {0}, we use
proposition 1.1: we get a seque-ice (Ap)p a 0of real numbers, with Ao= 1 and e" ( p + 1 )<
Ap< e~p, for all p; we suppose that the 1^,'s are chosen in the sequence (Ap)ps.o.
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Gathering the terms which have the same eigenvalue list, we may write:
where p = {pu ... ,pm)\ {p, q) runs over all the (m + l)-tuples 0</?!<• • -<pm<q
and <f>M is a state with eigenvalues (1/AP>,, APl/Ap>,,..., \Pm/AM, kq/AM), AM =
+ A,, where Ap =
As M is of type III0, Lpq <oo for (p, q) ^ (0,0). Sir re M is isomorphic to M® R
(R is the hyperfinite factor of type II,), we may assume that Loo = 0.
For all (p, q) define integers Kpq and JM by
L A M J
where if x e R, [x] denotes its integral part.
Let 4>'P (resp. <j>"q) be a state on Mm+1(C) (resp. M2(C)) with eigenvalues (1/AP,
A^/Ap,. . . , APm/Ap), (resp. (1/1+A,), A,/(l + A,)). Set
We want to prove that M is isomorphic to N.
For all (p, g), consider the (probability) measures /j.pq and /xp, on Nm xN given
by ' "
r | \ k\J
k\pALM-\k\-j)\ APV
where
 Mp,,(fc,j) = 0 if |fe|+;>LM, and fc! = nr=, *.!; 1^1 = 1™, *••; K = U7^ AP;;
"-p"-g/IJp,q-k\{KM-\k\)\ 'jl(J,q-j)l 1A>(1 + A,)V
with MM(* .7 ) = 0 if |fc| > XR, or j > JM.
Let (O, *>), (resp. (ft, v')) be the product measure space (ft, ^) = n ( p , ) (^m x^»
fiM) (resp. (ft, "') = n ( p , , ) ( ^ m x ^ I*;,,)). Let B<=ft, with y (S )^0 and v'(B)?*0.
Let 01 be the equivalence relation o n B x R given by: (x, t)9t(y, s) iff there exists
a finite subset £ of indices (p, q) such that JCP>, = yM, for all (p, q)i. E and
where TM(k, j) = - £ " , fcf log APl - 7 log A,, for (kj) = (ku k2,..., kmj) e Nm xlM.
The flow of weights of M (resp. N) is given by the action of U by translation on
(BxU, pxdx)/0i (resp. (BxU, v'xdx)/9t) (see appendix).
Using Krieger's theorem ([12]) to prove the isomorphism between M and N, it
is enough to show that the measures v and v' are not (mutually) singular (i.e.
equivalent on a subset B c ft). This is done using Kakutani's criterion on infinite
product measures ([11, p. 453]) and the following lemma.
(2.2) LEMMA. Let 1 > £, > £2 —' ' ' — £m — A > 0 be real numbers and let Lbea positive
integer. Let p. and /x' be the {probability) measures on Hm xN given by
L\ £kkj
k\j\{L-\k\-j)\ AL'
= 0 if |fc|+j>L);
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k\(K-\k\)\ ~j\(J-j)l (A-A)K(1
(n'(k,j) = 0 if \k\>K or j>J); where A=l+Z™,£ + A, K = L-[L\/A], J
[L(l +k)/A],(t =117=1 &)• Then
Proof. Let a and a' be the probability distributions of the random variable/ with
respect to p. and /J/. They are measures on N, given by
L! \j(A-\)L-j
and
Let Pj and j8' be the conditional probabilities of the random variable k, given/ (/?'
does not depend on j , as the random variables j and k are independent for fi'.)
They are measures onN" given by
We have:
p(ft,li') = I.
As l-P{pj,P')>0 and ^aO^ + o'O'WaaO^a'O")1,
p(M»M')s=p(a,a')-^Z(«a) + a'O-))(l-p(i8>i8')). (D
j
Therefore, we need only to estimate p{a, a') and the expectations with respect to
a and a' of l -p(&, /?').
(a) Computation of pify, p'). Let K, = inf (K, L-y) and /C2 = sup (K, L- ; ) . If
K > L - / put y, = jg,- and y2 = P'\ if ^ <L-j, put yj = )8' and y2 = ft. We get:
y2(k) KAK^lkty. 1 ^ K, + i
11r,(fc) KAK2-\k\)l (A
Using the inequality log {a/b) > (a - b)/a, we get
y2(fc) KYK' |fc|(A-A)-(A-A-l)(JC1 + i)
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Hence,
*C*« | fc | (A-A)-(A-A-l)(g , + i)^ 1 K K
2 ,-tr,
Now, p(r.,r2) = Xfcr.(fc)(r2(fc)/ y.(fc))1. AsIt|k|y,(fc) = xI(A- A - I ) / ( A - A ) , we
get
l*^*.(A-A-l)i
I A+ 1
As for i<K2-Ku i/{Kx + i)<(K2-Kx)/K2, we derive
Hence, p(j3,-, £ ' ) > ! - - t ( A - A - l ) . Therefore
As the expectation Ea(j) of j , with respect to a, is LA/A and its variance <r2a(j) is
LA(A-A)/A2, we get:
As Ea(j) = AJ/1 + A and v2a(j) = A7/(l + A)2, we get in the same way:
As by the definition of K, L(A-A)/XA< 1 and, by the definition of/, / / (1 +A)<
L/A<K/(A-A), we get:
/ A - A - l \ LA(A-A)^_AA-A-1 X
\ 2K ) A1 ~2 A ~2
and
<A-A-1\ A/ A A-A- l A
2K
If LA/A<1, then X = L and (A/)2/(l + A)2<(AL/A)2< AL/A. If LA/A>1, then
O<(AL/A) + /C-L=A:-((L-(AL/A))<1, by the definition of K. Also, by the
definition of J, A//(l + A)< AL/A(1 + A)< AL/A; thus,
AL
1+A 1+A A
In all cases,
(XL \ 2 AL / A/ V AL
— +K-L) <— and (—— +K-L) <—.
\A / A \1 + A / A
Hence, we get:
A A - A - l LA A A - A - l LA
'2+ 2K " T + 2 + 2K ' T ~ {)
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(b) Computation ofp(a, a').
a{j) L\(J-;)!(! + A)J /*•-' J+i \ (1 + A)J(A-
Let e = Ea'{j) = /A / (1 + A). Put
L\ J-e+i) AL
We have
J + i
 \
)
As log(a /b)>(a-6) /a , we get
« 0 ) L~J • • -l og -77^ log Ve+ (*-;) log (A-A) + I /
a (j) J
Hence,
Therefore,
Now,
e L-e J \ Lo J-e + iJ AL
As log (J +1)/(J- e +1) is a decreasing function of rsO, we get
L-J-i J+i fL-J
I logl —a [log(J + r)-log(/-e + 0]A
i=o J-e + i Jo
>LlogL-/logJ-(L-e)log(L-e) + (/-
Hence,
)J(A-A)^g J-e W U~e)J '
e J ' {L-e)L-'JJ ' AL J ' (L-eVL-e}( J V
A-\) \l+A/
J-ej
'( L~e r ' f 1 v
\(A-A)(J-e)/ V(/-e)(l + A)/
Now, by definition of e, J = ( J -e ) ( l + A). Put e = (L(1 + A) /A)- / ; (we have
0 < e < l ) . We get
V 7 /
1 + A / eA Y~e 1 + Al eA
(A-A)jy
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But,
1
 (L-e)eA(L-e)log
1 + _ — , . - V .+J) (A-A)
(A-A) / / J
AA(L-e)e
^ — A ,
L(1 + A)(A-A)
as L-e<L, e<\ and A<(1 + A)(A-A). Hence,
V.a:—— exp(-A)>(l-A)2.
1 i A
Thus,
p(a,a')>Vl>l-\. (3)
By (1), (2) and (3), we get the result. D
End of the proof of theorem 2.1. For a given q, there are (q+m)l/qlm\<(q+l)m
possible choices of (p,q). As £ M A,<X, (g + l)mAq<X, (« + l)"V«<oo, we get
n ( M ) P(MP.<P MP,«) ^  0- By Kakutani's criterion, ([11, pp. 453-455]), the product
measures v and ^' are not singular. The proof is now complete.
N.B. We actually used a straightforward consequence of Kakutani's criterion: though
neither fipq, nor n'pq is absolutely continuous with respect to the other, as
n( p ,) p(/xp>,,/ij,,,) 5^0, the product measures v and v' are not singular, (cf. [11,
remark 22.37, p. 455]. •
(2.3) Remark We can prove theorem 2.1 in a more computational way but without
using Krieger's theorem. We need (keeping the above notation) the following:
PROPOSITION. There exist:
(i) projections PM in AM = (Afm+2(C))®L- and QM in Bpq = (Mm+1(C)®K-®
(ii) states xP,q on matrix algebras CM and integers rpq, r'M;
such that
* M = < £ « and
(b) (CPiV'ArP,,)®(MrM(C),Tr) is isomorphic to (Apq,<&pq) reduced by Ppq, and
{Cp^xM)®{Mr.pq(C),lr) is isomorphic to (BM9M), reduced by QM.
Then, the projections P = ® p q Ppq e M and Q = (g)p 9 Qp , e TV are non-zero, and
MP®R = NQ®R, where /? denotes the hyperfinite factor of type II,.
As M is of type III, M and N are isomorphic. (M = MP s MP ®R = NQ ®R = N).
Here Tr denotes the normalized trace on Mn{C) (Tr (1) = 1).
Let us now sketch the proof of the proposition. It is enough to show that Ppq and
Qpq can be chosen, satisfying (b) and such that <&p>q(Pp>q) s= 1 - 9 A | and *P,,(QP,,) ^
1-9A'; if A | > | then take Ppq and QM to be any rank one projections.
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We can now drop the indices (p, q). We keep the notation of lemma 2.2. Let
2\s}. As
n
and as for (k,j)£ E,
we get that
In the same way
Put
\n'(k,j)) >l-exp"
A5
,
(i'(E)zl (l-exp(-Ai)):
4A
(l-exp(-Ai)):
> 1-5A*.
>1-5A*.
mkJ
-(L-\k\-j)\k\j\ ^ mkJ-k\(K-\k\)\'j\{J-j)\'
We have
mKj_n{k,j) /*'(0,0)
m'Kj M ' ( * , 7 ) ' M ( 0 , 0 ) '
We distinguish two cases:
(1) (0,0)€£. We have \log(mKj/m'KJ\^4\K for (fc,;)e£. Let qKJ =
min (mM, w^) and let PKJ (resp. Q^) be a subprojection of dimension ^ of the
projection on the eigenspace of $ (resp. Sf), relative to £;k\J/AL (resp.
V K i ) . Set P = l(Kj).EPKJ and <? = I ( f c ; ) £ £ <?*j. We have
4>(P) >exp (-4A*) • fi(E) sexp (-4A')(1 -5A') > 1 -9A'.
In this case, put r=r'=\ and (C, ^ ) = (AP, <£P).
(2) (0,0) (^  E. Note that if AL/A < 1, then K = L and
As 0<log(l + A)-
A/A<0,
and -A2/A(A-A)<log ( I -
A LA2 , M(0,0) /A LA< < log 1
A-A A(A-A) %'(0,0) 1 + A A
/A2 LALA
<—A<A.A1 + A 
AsO<(LA/A)-(/A/(l , we get
M(O,Q)
a n d
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Hence, in our case, AL/A s i and J = [L(l + A) /A]s :L /Aa A"1. Moreover if m'Kj = 1
and (k,j)^ (0,0), then either K is equal to one of the /c,'s or J=j. The /J. and
^'-measure of these points is very small. Therefore, we will neglect them. (One can
also show that these points do not belong to E).
Now, if m'Kj> 1, then m'^j^J. Let r, r'eM be such that r' is smaller than /* and
M(0,0)
Let qKj = min ( [ m ^ / r ] , [m'Kj/r']) and P ^ (resp. <&,, and R^j) be a subprojection
of dimension rq^j (resp. r'q^j and q^j) of the projection on the eigenspace of
<t> (resp. * ) , relative to ^ A 7 A L (resp. f ' cAV(A-A)K(l + A)-/). Put P = E ( ( U ) e £ PM,
and (C,x) = ( B R , ¥ R ) . We have
and
It is now not difficult to estimate 4>(P) and ^(Q). D
3. A sufficient condition for isomorphism of ITPFI2 factors
The main result of this section is theorem 3.1, which gives a sufficient condition for
two ITPFI2 factors to be isomorphic. By theorem 2.1, any ITPFI factor M of
bounded type is isomorphic to some ITPFI2 factor N. In corollary 3.6, we give such
an N explicitly (in terms of the eigenvalues and multiplicities for M).
(3.1) THEOREM. Let (</>n)nai be a sequence of states on M2(C) with eigenvalues
{1/(1 + An), An/(1 + An)}, 0 < A n < l and such that I n 2 l An<oo. Let Ln, L'n be two
sequences of integers. Let M and N be the ITPFI2 factors:
M = <g) (M2(C), tfO01-" and N = <g> (M2(C), 4>n)®L»
Let en = Ln\J{\ + AJ, e'n = L'nXj(\ + K), and dn be the closest integer to e'n -en;if
e'n — en = b + \, dn = b or dn = b +1 does not affect the convergence of the series (cf.
remark 3.4). If
and M is purely infinite, then M and N are isomorphic.
To simplify the coming notation, it will be convenient to assume that L'n s Ln, for
all n. (If not, put L"n = sup (Lm L'n). Let P be the corresponding ITPFI2 factor and
compare M and iV with P.)
We will prove that M and N have the same flow of weights. Let Mo =
<8)n2., (M2(C), <^n)®x". Let (/n)n a i be a sequence of integers and let /*.„ be the
probability measure on Z, supported by {-/„, 1 —/„, . . . , Kn - / „} and given by
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(The fn's will be used in lemma 3.3). Let (fl, /x) be the product measure space
n n a l (Z, /*„) and let B c O be a non-null set.
Let £% be the equivalence relation on B xR given by (x, t)9i{y, s) iff there exists
q E N such that xn = _yn, for all n > q, and
i i
- I *„ log An + / = - X yn log An + s.
n = 1 rt = 1
The flow of weights of Mo is given by the action of U by translation on BxR/3J
(see appendix).
Using Kakutani's criterion and lemma 3.3 below, we are going to show that M
and N have the same flow of weights. We first need the following:
(3.2) LEMMA. Let O<A<1 be a real number and L-&L' be positive integers. Let
e - LA/(1 + A), e' = L'A/(1 + A), d be the closest integer toe'-e and S = e'-e-d. Set
Xd d 1 L-L-d 1 L'-L
K=7T—-rz i -n - - n -j-—-.u
(l + A) ,=ic + i , = i L-e + i i=
Then,
Proof. For f>0, put g(t) = log(L'-d + t)/(e + t) and h(t) = log (L+t)/(L-e+t)
( Xd \ d L-L-d
n . , ^ - J + I g(0+ I MO
One has
L' L-e
-log(l
Now, the functions g and h are convex, so that [g(i-l) + g(0]/2sJ|_, g(t) dt.
Therefore,
> r + [v~L~d
Jo Jo
+ (L-e)log(L-e).
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Hence
e
LL'e'(L-e)L-'X d
L(e + dY+d(L'-e-d)
L
'-
e
-
d
Noting that L/(l + A) = e/A = L-e, we get
(JLYVy
, - . -
j / . j , \ e+d i j , \ L'-e-dP V / XI' \  I V \
! ) ( ±± ) ( k )
+ A)(e + d)/ \ ( l + A)(e + d)/ \(1 + k)(L'-e-d)/
But AL'/(1 + A) = e', L'/(l + A) = L'-e'. Using the inequality, log (a/b)s(a -b)/a
we get:
,
 JX e' . , ( L'-e' \ 8(e + d) S(L'-e-d)(e
 + d) log 7 T 7 + (L' -e-d) log( 7 7 - 7 ^) .^ J J ^
8(e'-8) 8(L'-e'+8)
e' L'-e'
Therefore,
a
(3.3) LEMMA. Let /u. and u^,' be the (probability) measures on Z given by
fc!(L-fc)!(l + A)L
= 0 for k<0 or k> L) and
I't A'
(fi'(k) = Ofork<-dork>L'-d). Then we have
For all fc, 0< fc< L, we have
n(k) i=\k+i L\ L-k+i'
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Hence,
Using the inequalities log (1 + x) < x - x2/2 + x3/3 and log (1 + x) < x we get:
i **'<*) , v , v le~ki ( g ~ f c ) 2 , ( g ~ f c ) 3 \ , L'"y"d k~e
Now (/i'(fc)//i(fc))»> 1 +1 log (/*'(*)//*(*))• As I t o (« - ^)M(^) = 0,
Z (
and
v /• vM t^ L\(l-\) -e(l-A)Io(e-/c)^)
(cf. [7]). We deduce
e + d (1 + A)52 1 de ed
4 e
 e 2e' 4 ( l + A)(e + d)2 6e
A d 82 1 de 1 kde d
A S2 d((e + d)2-e2) A
4 e' 4e(e + d)2 4
~2~e'~4e(e + d)2~6e2
A g 2 rf2 rf
2 e' 2<?(e + d) 6e2'
End of the proof of theorem 3.1. Let Lm L'n, Am eTO e'n, dn be as in theorem 3.1 with
L'n > Ln. Put Sn = e'n - en - dn. Let fin and fj,'n be the probability measures correspond-
ing to Ln, L'n, An and dn as in lemma 3.3. Let v and v' be the infinite product
measures on FLai ^ : " = 0»s i / t»> | / ' = ®™»iMr F ° r aH "» Mn is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to fi'n. Let A = {neN\dn ^0}. If ne A, e'n-en<\dn. Therefore
?'n-en\2 en
<oo and lim—-=1.
Changing finitely many Ln's, we may assume that for all n € A, en > e^/2. By lemma
3.3, we get
2 c 2e(e + d) oe
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By Kakutani's criterion ([11, p. 453]) v is absolutely continuous with respect to v'.
By the above description of the flow of weights we deduce (using Krieger's theorem
[12]) that M and N are isomorphic. •
(3.4) Remark. Notice that the condition
l!e\'l~edn)2 +
 {e
d:e)2<O°
can be replaced by the equivalent ones:
(i) There exists a sequence of integers (dj,)nal such that
x , , , , ,, ^
n ai e'n + en (e'n + eny
(e'H-eH-dH)2 (e'n-enf
' {
GO
From theorem 3.1, we immediately get:
(3.5) COROLLARY. With the notation of theorem 3.1, ' /Zn s = i |ej,-en|/(en
and M is purely infinite, then M and N are isomorphic.
Proof. As e'n - en - dn < e'n + em
{e'n-en-dnf
-s\e'-em-dn\.
(e'n-en-dn)2 ^. , I \e'n-en-dn\]
2(e^ + en) J
~sup(l,ej~ en +
Moreover,
(c^-ej2 Je'n-en
We conclude the proof using remark 3.4 (ii). •
Let a be a positive real number and A, be a sequence of real numbers with
 e-(«+1)" <
A, < e~qa. For an integer k, let if>k be a state on M2(C) with eigenvalues (1/(1 + Ak),
\k/(l + kk)). Let m > l be an integer and, for each multi-index p = {pi, • • • ,pm),
0s/>, <p2< • • • <pm, let ^  be a state with eigenvalues (1/Ap, APl/Ap, • • •, APm/Ap)
(AP=i+ir=,AP,).
(3.6) COROLLARY. Let Lp be a sequence of integers indexed by the m-tuples p =
(Pi,---,Pm) with 0<p ,<- • sPm. Forked, let
-Up\Pi = k} A p
//" M = 0 (Mm+1(C), <j>p)®Lp is of type III0, then it is isomorphic to N =
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Proof. We prove corollary 3.6 by induction on m. If m = 1 there is nothing to prove.
Let M = ®(P)(J) (Mm+2(C), <t>p,qfL'-'> be an ITPFIm+2 factor written as in the proof
of theorem 2.1. Let
Mi =<8> [(Mm+1(C), 0P)®K-®(M2(C), *,)®'«]
where Xp>, = LM -[A,LP>,/AM], (Ap>, = 1 +I"=i AP, + A, = Ap + A,), JM =
[((1 + A,)/AM)LP,,].
By the proof of theorem 2.1, M and M, are isomorphic. By induction, M, is
isomorphic to JV, =®fc (Af2(C), where
As KM/AP > LM/AM, we have:
(k+m)\
k\m\ '
as
On the other hand,
Note that for k^q we have
Ap,,-A, Ap,,-A,
Hence
We have \k(Rk-Sk)< \k(k+m)\/klm\ and
Therefore,
(k+m)\
so that
\k(Rk-Sk)
\kRk + l
I
— Afc
Xk(Rk-Sk)
\kRk +1 <+oo.
By corollary 3.5, N = ®^=1 (M2{C), fa)®*" is isomorphic to Nt.
Theorem 3.1 gives also a (negative) answer to problem 7 of [16, p. 37].
•
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let Lk be a sequence of integers and A, 0< A < 1, a real number.
Let 4>k be a state on M2(C) with eigenvalues {1/(1 + Afc), \k/(l + \k)}. Let M be the
ITPFI2 factor. M = (x)fc£l (M2(C), 0fc)®L\
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Then ifM is not of type I, there exists a sequence L'k such that X k a , A k\L'k - Lk\ = +00
and M is isomorphic to the ITPFI2 factor N = ® k a l (M2{C), 4>k)®L'k.
Proof. The factor M not being of type I, the sequence (Lk\k) is not summable.
Therefore there exists a sequence (ak)e£2(N) such that £ f c a l {LkAk)*ak = +oo. Let
This implies, by remark 3.4(i), that M and N are isomorphic. •
4. An example
Theorem 3.1 does not admit a converse in general (for example, the Powers factors
of type IIIx or the Araki & Woods type III, factor can be written in many completely
different ways).
However in some situations it does admit a converse (proposition 4.4). This yields
a quite surprising example (4.5).
Let Ln be a sequence of positive integers and let An be a sequence of positive
real numbers. Let /xn be the measure on Z (supported by { 0 , . . . , Ln}) corresponding
to (Lm An) and let fi = ® n a l fJ-n be the product measure on \\nS:\ Z.
(4.1) Definition. The sequence (Ln, An) is said to satisfy condition C if there exists
e > 0 and sequences am bn of integers such that
(i) /i({x = ( x n ) n 2 l € n n a l Z | a n ^ x r , < b m f o r a l l n > l } ) > 0 ;
(ii) for all n > 1, - log An > e - ^ I 1 , 2(bk - ak) log At
A much stronger condition was used by Araki & Woods to prove the existence of
type III0 factors ([1, § 10], cf. also [15]).
(4.2) Remark. Let am bn be as in definition 4.1 and let B = {x € Fln^i ^-\a* — xn — bn}.
Using the description of the flow of weights given in the appendix, B x R maps onto
the flow space. Condition (ii) says that B x[0, e) maps injectively to the flow space.
In particular if £ n a l Ln\n = +00 the corresponding factor is of type III0.
(4.3) LEMMA. Let (Lm An), (L'n, An) satisfy condition C. Assume that the corresponding
factors are isomorphic.
Then, there exists a sequence of integers ( c n ) n a l such that ^ / x and yj are not
(mutually) singular, where <f>: \\n^x ^-*Un^i z is defined by 4>(x)n =xn + cn. (ft and
n' denote the measures on n n a , Z associated with (Lm Xn) and (L'n, An), as above.)
Proof. Let am bm a'n, b'n, 77 ( = inf (e, e')) be given by definition 4.1.
Let Bo = r U , {*„,••.,*>„}, B0 = n n a l {a'n, . . . ,&'„}. Let To: Bo^ Bo, T'o: B'o^ B'o
be the odometers. Let xe Bo and peM. Then (Tg x)n = xn for n large enough. Let
and
f (*', P) = - I ((T'0"x')n - x'n) log An (x- 6 B'o).
As the corresponding factors are isomorphic, there exists an isomorphism between
their flows of weights.
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These flows are constructed over the base transformations (Bo, /x, To), (B'o, ft', T'o)
with the ceiling functions f(x, 1) and fj'(x', 1). The isomorphism of the flows means
that there exist: non-null subsets Bu B\ of Bo and B'o; a measure-class preserving
isomorphism <£: B,-»B{ intertwining the induced transformations T, and T\; a
measurable map a: B^U such that if $( and f', are the induced ceiling functions
(*)) if T,(x) = TomU)(x)),
for almost all x
There exists an interval / in R of length smaller than 17 such that fi(a~\l)) ^ 0.
Let B = a~\l), B'=<f>{B). Let T and T be the induced transformations in B and
B'.
For x e B (resp. x'e B'), let p(x) (resp. p'(x')) be the integer satisfying T(x) =
Tg(x)(x) (resp. T'(x')) = 77'<x'>(x')). Let <?(x) be defined by T(x) = 7?<x)(x). Note
that T'(<f>(x)) = ^(T(x)) = 7T(*'(<Mx)).
Put f(x) = f(x, p(x)) = Zflo'"1 fi( Ti(x)); f(x') = f(x', /»'(*'))• Note that we still
Now, for all x and p, x' and p', we have
(condition C). We derive f'(<£x)) = f(x). Hence,
- I ((rx)n-xn)logAn = - I
By condition C, we get (Tx)n-xn = (T'<f>(x))n-(<f>(x))n for all n, which means
(4>{x))n-xn = {<l>T{x))n-(Tx)n. By ergodicity of T, we get that (</>(x))n-xn is
essentially constant (equal to an integer cn) for all n. Moreover, <£*AI|B a n ^ M'IB-
are equivalent. Therefore, if we define (f>: FLai Z -»]lnai Z, by (<£(x))n = ^ n + cm we
get that ^^/i and /J,' are not singular. •
The following proposition is a partial converse of theorem 3.1.
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let (Ln,\n), (L'n, An) satisfy condition C. If the corresponding
ITPFI2 factors are isomorphic, then
(e'n-en-dn)2 / dn
w/iere en = LnAn/(l + A j , e'n = L'n\J(l + An) and dn is the closest integer to e'n - en.
Proof. By lemma 4.3, there exists a sequence (cn)na l of integers such that (^/A and
ft' are not singular.
Let (an)n 2 l be a sequence of real numbers such that £ n a l a^(en + e|,)/(l + An)<oo
and an(e'n-en-cn)>0. As we have o-^(xn) = en/(l + Aj and o^(xn) = e'n/(l + An)
and using a theorem of Kolmogorov (cf. theorem B of § 46 of [9]), we get:
I n 2 i a " ( * n - O converges H-ZL.C, £ n a l an(xn-cn-en) converges <t>*n-a.e., also
Snai fln(xB-e'B) converges /i'-a.e.
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As (frxfi and /A' are not singular, we get
1 an(e'n-cn-en)<co.
rial
If (e'n- en - cn)/ (e'n+ en)* £ (2(N), there exists a sequence (bn)nzlei2(N) such that
In2l|fcn(e'n-en-cn)|/(e'n + en)i = oo. Setting |an| = |bn|/(e'n + *„)*, we get a contra-
diction. Therefore, (e'n - en - cn)/(e'n + «,,)»e i2{N) and ^n^{e'n-en- dn)2/
(e^ + en)<oo, where dn denotes the closest integer to e'n-en.
Put 8n = e'n-en-cn, for all n> l .We have:
8n\2\ LnKn /2LnAn i l-4An + 2
LnAn(l-An) , 52nLnAn
r-(1 + AJ3 (1 + AJ2
Also,
As IBa:1 52/(en + e^) < +00, we may assume |5n| s (en + e'nf for all n. We get
<4(en+ <?;,+1)2.
I f
 Insi(Cn-e'n)2/(en + e'n + l)2 = °o, there exists a sequence (bn)na l such that
^ ° . bn(en-e'n)>0 and I n a l bn(en-e'n)/(cn + e'n + l) = oo. Put an =
As InS1a2B(o-2((xn-cn-[Sn/2])2) + 0-2.((xn-e'n + [5rl/2])2))<oo, by a theorem
of Kolmogorov (cf. [9, § 46, theorem B]), we get
I-*i fln((xn-en~(8J2))2-eJ(l + \n)-82J4)
converges /i-a.e. Hence,
ln^an((xn-
converges ^,,,/i-a.e. Also,
ln^an((xn-
converges /*'-a.e. As <f>%n and ft' are not singular, we get
which contradicts our assumption £n a i bn(cn - e'n)/(en + e'n +1) = 00.
The proposition now follows from remark 3.4. •
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(4.5) Example. Let A e (0,1). Put Xk = A(2fc)! (k> 1). Let
One easily checks that the sequences (Lk, Ak), (L'k, Ak), (L'k, \k) satisfy condition C
(taking ak = 0, bk = k(k+l) and using Tchebyshev's inequality).
Let M, N, P be the corresponding factors. Using theorem 3.1, we get that M and
P are isomorphic; using proposition 4.4, we get that M and N are not isomorphic.
Note that, for all k, Lk<L'k< L'i
Using theorem 3.1, again we get that M®M and N®N are isomorphic.
Let Ak = [(l + \k)/2\k] and let Q be the factor corresponding to (Ak, Xk). We
have M®Q (= N) is not isomorphic to M, though M®Q®Q (= P) is isomorphic
to M.
Taking Ak = [(1 + hk)/qhk], where g is an integer, we get factors M and Q such
that M®Q®J, 7=0, . . . ,<? -1 , are pairwise non-isomorphic but M®Q®" is
isomorphic to M.
Appendix
In §§ 2, 3 we use only a partial determination of the Connes-Takesaki flow of
weights. In order to make the exposition reasonably self-contained, we outline the
relevant aspects of this construction. In part (A) we set it in the general framework
of equivalence relations. In part (B) we specialize it to the ITPFI case. Finally in
parts (C) and (D) we indicate how this partial construction is used in §§ 3(C) and
2(D).
(A) Let 9?0 be a type III discrete ergodic equivalence relation on the Lebesgue
measure space (fto> P)- Let M = M(£%0) be the corresponding factor.
By [5, theorem II 6.2] (cf. also [4], [8], [10], [13], [14]) the flow of weights of
M is given by the action of IR by translation in fl0x[R/<%0 (this quotient stands for
the ergodic decomposition) where £%0 is the equivalence relation in (Ho xR, Pxm)
given by (x, t)$to(y, s) iff x0loy and s = t — log S(x, y) where S(x, y) is the module
of P (cf. [4], [6, p. 434]) (m isa finite measure on R equivalent to the Lebesgue
measure). Note that as (ft0, P, ^o) is weakly equivalent to its restriction (A, P, 0to\A)
for AQ fl0, P(A) T* 0, the flow of weights may also be realized in A xR/SOjAxR.
This ergodic decomposition has explicitly been determined in some cases (cf. [3],
[10, § 1.6], it can also be obtained in § 4 of this paper). In general, however, it seems
to be a problem.
Let £%! be another equivalence relation, <3ix^'3l0. The ergodic decomposition
(fioxR)/^o can be obtained in two steps, computing first (V,/u,) = (noxR, Px
m)l§ix and then (V, /u)/£% where 0t is a discrete equivalence relation given below.
The interest of this construction is that, in the cases we are interested in, we are
able to compute both the quotient (Y, fj.) and the equivalence relation £%.
The measure Pxm admits the disintegration Pxm=\Y vydfj.(y) where the vy
are pairwise singular ^ -quasi-invariant and ergodic measures on OxR. Then 3?
is defined by any of the equivalent conditions:
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y&y'ift (i) for all measurable subsets E, £ 'of ft0 x R such that vy(E) * 0, iy(£ ' ) * 0
there exist xe E, x' e E' with x^o*') or
(ii) there exists a partial borel transformation <fi whose graph is contained
in the graph of 5?0 such that uy(dom <j>) = 1 and that (f>%(vy) and ly
are not singular.
If £%0 is denned by the countable set (gn)n a i of transformations of ftoxR, we also
have the condition
(iii) my = I n a l 2""gn.(u>1) and wv = I n a : 1 2~"gn.(ty) are equivalent.
(To see the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) note that my and my are J%0-quasi-
invariant and ergodic, hence either singular or equivalent).
(B) In the ITPFI case, (n0, P) = !!„>, (Xm Pn) where (Xm Pn) is a finite probability
space for all n. The equivalence relation £%0 is given by a>S%0<o' iff «„ = wn for all
but finitely many n's. There may be some multiplicity in the eigenvalues, which
means, in our setting, that there may be x, x'e Xn with Pn(x) = Pn(x') (x 5* x'). Let
ifn be an equivalence relation in Xn preserving Pn(i.e. if x5^nx', Pn(x) = Pn{x')).
Let £%, c <%0 be the equivalence relation given by tu3?,w' iff &>£%„«' and for all n,
o)n&n<o'n. Let ^ i c ^ 0 be given by (co, t ) ^ i ( « ' , •?) iff w^iw' and t = s.
Clearly n o x R / i , = f t o / ^ i xR and (O0, P ) /&, = 11,,*, ((-^» P«)/^»).
Put (Xn, Pn)/yn = ((lm Mn)- Let 3? be the equivalence relation on (ft, v) =
r i n a i (^n, Mn) given by x&ty iff there exists k such that xn = ym n > fc Let TT: fto-» ft
be the projection. If x0ly, let w, w' e fto be such that 7r(w) = x, ir(w') = y and w^ow'.
As ifn preserves Pm we notice that
does not depend on the choice of w, w'. Put 5(x, >») = 80(<o, <o'). Then ^ is given by
(x, t)9l(y, s) iff there exists k > 1 such that xn = >>„, n > fc and s = / — log 8{x, y).
(C) In §3, we have (Xn, Pn) = ({0,1}, an)®K- where an(0) = 1/(1+ An), an ( l ) =
An/(1 + AJ. If x = (x,),= 1 Kn 6 Xn put fc(x) = # {/€ { 1 , . . . , /<:„}; x, = 1}. We have
The equivalence relation yn is here x5^nx' iff fc(x) = k(x'). The quotient of Xn by
yn is {0 , . . . , Kn) and the measure \in is given by
x,lc(x) = fc
= (#{x,k(x) = fc})--(1 + AJK» (Kn-k)lk\
It is also convenient in §3 to replace {0,...,Kn} by {-/„, 1 - / „ , . . . , Kn - / „}
considered as a subset of Z. Note that if w, w'ef t = n n a l Z and if a)£%«' then
5(w, a/) = final A"""1"" (if wS?o)', all but finitely many o>n — w'n are zero).
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(D) In §2, we have (Xp<p P M ) = ( { 0 , 1 , . . . , m, m + 1}, ctP,qfL>< where
«P, , (0) = 1/Ap,,, aM(i) = APi/Ap>(p 1 < i < m, and a M ( m +1) = A,/Ap,,. For x€ *„,„
i = l,...,m, put ki(x)=#{le{l,...,LM}; x, = i] and j(x)= #{le{l,..., LM};
x, = m + l}. The equivalence 5 ^ , is given by x5^p^c' iff /c,(x) = fcf(x') for all i and
j(x)=j(x'). The quotient of (Xpq, Ppq) by ypq is the space of (k,j) considered in
§2, namely XP,q/^P,q = {(k,j)eNmxN; \k\+j<LM}, and the quotient measure is
the measure fiM of § 2.
We also consider
(X'M, />;,,) = ({o, i , . . . . m}, /3P)®*- x ({o, i}, y , ) ® J -
where ^ ( i ) = Aft/AJB y,(0) = l / ( l + A,), y,( l) = A,/(l + A,). An element x e X ; , , is
of the form (>-, z), y = (y,),^
 Kpq, y,e{0,l,..., m), z = (z p ) 1 = 1 Jpq, z, e {0,1}. If
xeX'Mputkl(x)= #{le{l,...,'KM};y, = i] and j(x)=#{le{l,...,JM};z, = l).
The equivalence relation y"pq is given by xS"Pt<jx' iff fc,(x) = fc,(x') for all i" and
j(x) =j(x'). The quotient of (X'M, P'M) by &"M is the space {(fc,;) € Nm x IM, |fc| s Xp,^
j<Jpq) and the measure juj,, of § 2.
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